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Big Productivity, 
Small Transport Size
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Achieve exceptional productivity 

without compromising seeding quality.  

Available in 80' and 100' working widths, 

the Bourgault 3420 ParaLink™ Hoe Drill 

is one of the largest seeding systems 

on the market, with the option of 10" 

or 12" seed row spacing and optional 

MRB® Fertilizer Applicators.  
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The TransFoldTM System
Outstanding Transform-Ability. 

 Reduced Transport Stress

With the 3420 PHDTM, moving your seeding operation from one location to the next is stress-free.  The 
generous number of wheels (14 for the 3420-100 and 10 for the 3420-80) positioned under the drill 
during transport spreads the load of this large drill, reducing the chance of "losing it" on a soft shoulder.  
The narrow transport profile greatly improves road safety and reduces stress, and the low transport 
height avoids the danger of running into overhead obstacles such as power lines.  The TransFold™ 
System design also provides the ability to turn the back transport wheels so that the drill and tank can 
easily corner around road intersections and into approaches.  Not only does the narrow transport profile 
make transportation become less of an issue, it also makes storage of a valuable investment easier.

For those Operators looking for the independent 
seeding capability and productivity of a large 
ParaLink™ Hoe Drill, but requiring a small 
transport size, the 3420 PHDTM fits the bill.

Available in 80' & 100' working widths, the 
3420 PHDTM transforms into an equally 
impressive 5.6m wide by 5m high transport 
size.  The development of the revolutionary 
TransFold™ System, guided by the X35 ApolloTM 
System, steps the Operator through each stage 
of the process to make each fold a simple and 
issue-free experience!

Watch the TransFoldTM drill unfold at YouTube 
Channel BourgaultVideo.

 Excellent Contouring! 

The rear in-frame running gear for the 3420 
PHD™ is positioned in line with the second row 
of seed openers reducing the frame weight 
on the front caster wheels and resulting in the 
wheel base being 60% shorter than the 3320 
PHD™.  This short contouring depth allows the 
3420 to deliver highly accurate seed placement 
even in hilly terrain.

5.6m 5.0m
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4.5" 4.5" 5.4" 
Round 

Semi-Pneumatic
Round 

Semi-Pneumatic
V-Style 

Semi-Pneumatic

TREADLITE
SYSTEM

 The TreadLiteTM System

Despite its size, the 3420 ParaLink™ Hoe Drill offers surprisingly good 
flotation, with 22 tyres on the ground for the 3420-100 and 16 for the 
3420-80 to ensure good flotation and minimal compaction in the field.  
Flotation is managed evenly over the entire width of the drill thanks to the 
innovative TreadLite™ system.  Two, 21.5 x 16.1SL wheels distribute the 
greater weight of the main frame sections and rear tow hitch more evenly 
across the entire frame.  The force on the TreadLite™ wheels is limited 
hydraulically, so contour depth is not adversely affected.

PACKER OPTIONS
are available to suit your individual requirements. 

OPENER OPTIONS
are available to suit your individual requirements. 

3420 PHD Features & Options
Tires, Packers & Openers

FERTILIZER  
APPLICATOR OPTIONS

See pages 11-12 for fertilizer applicator options.
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Drill Options

 Drill Control  
 PACKMASTER™ & LIFTMASTER™

4	The X35 Apollo™ System offers PackMaster™ 
and LiftMaster™, two features that 
improve both efficiency and field finish 
quality.  The PackMaster™ option achieves 
uniform packing pressure while seeding 
by hydraulically responding to varying field 
conditions, while LiftMaster™ enables 
automatic lifting of the openers at the field 
headlands.  

 See page 9-10 for additional information on 
PackMasterTM and LiftMasterTM.

3420 PHD SPECIFICATIONS

MODELS 3420-80 3420-100

No. of Sections 4 6

Working Widths 
10" spacing 
12" spacing

 
80'0" 
80'0"

 
100'0" 
100'0"

Transport Width 5.6m 5.6m

Transport Length  
(hitch pin to rear tow hitch pin)

18m 21m

Transport Height (max) 5m 5m

Weight (kg) estimates only

10" w/ MRB®III 
(rear tow hitch & TreadLiteTM)

12" w/ MRB®III 
(rear tow hitch & TreadLiteTM)

 
28,120 kg

 
26,670 kg

 
34,020 kg

 
32,210 kg

Contour Frame Depth 3.3m 3.3m

Tyres (number in brackets is total for the drill) 
Main Frame Center (rear) 
Main Frame Front 
Main Frame Rear 
Inner Wing Front 
Inner Wing Rear 
Outer Wing Front 
Outer Wing Rear 
TreadLiteTM 
Rear Tow Hitch Folding Tyre

 
380/55R22.5 (2) 
21.5x16.1SL (2) 
500/40R16.5 (4) 

N/A 
N/A 

21.5x16.1SL (2) 
380/55R16.5 (4) 
21.5x16.1SL (2) 
380/55R16.5 (1) 

 
380/55R22.5 (2) 
21.5x16.1SL (2) 
500/40R16.5 (4) 
21.5x16.1SL (2) 
380/55R16.5 (4) 
21.5x16.1SL (2) 
380/55R16.5 (4) 
21.5x16.1SL (2) 
380/55R16.5 (1) 

Packer Options 114mm (4.5") V-style Semi-Pneumatic / 114mm (4.5") 
Round Semi-Pneumatic / 137mm (5.4") Round Semi-
Pneumatic 

Contour Frame Depth 3.3m

Opener/Depth Adjustment PLX Opener with Pin Adjustment 
PHD with Quick Depth Adjust

* All weights & transport dimensions are estimates & are subject to change.

 Every effort has been made to ensure that the information is accurate/current at the time of production.   
For the latest product information check out our website at: www.bourgault.com
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   Drill Control

Normally when seeding, the hydraulic 
pressure in the opener cylinder is constant, 
but the draft force changes as soil 
characteristics change.  As the draft force on 
the opener increases, the packing force will 
inevitably decrease since both the trip force 
and packing pressure is controlled by the 
same cylinder.

With the PackMaster™ option, one of the 
packer spindles is equipped with a load cell 
to measure the actual packing force exerted 
on the ground by that packer tyre.  The 
Operator first sets the desired packing force 
in the X35 Apollo System.  During operation, 
as the draft force on the opener changes, so 
will the downforce of the packer wheel.  This 
change is relayed back to the X35, which will 
modulate the drill’s opener hydraulic pressure 
to maintain the set packing force.

PackMasterTM (option) 
How it Works

The X35 ApolloTM System offers two different drill control features to improve 
efficiency and field finish quality.

...which is detected by the 
X35 Apollo system, which will 
increase hydraulic pressure...

3

...the packing  
force is 
reduced...

2
...and return the packing force 
to the operator's setting. 

5

...to apply more  
downforce at the cylinders

4

As draft force increases...1

A
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If this field had been 
seeded with opener down 
pressure set at a static 
1200 psi, the packing 
force would have varied by 
23 kg which would have 
resulted in over-packing 
the light soil and under-
packing the heavy soil.

98 kg Packing

75 kg Packing

Topographical Map Showing  
Soil/Packing Variance Without PackMasterTM

The PackMaster™ Option achieves a 
uniform packing force by hydraulically 
responding to varying field conditions. 

Farmers can remove one more operation when turning at the end of the 
field.  LiftMaster™ provides automatic lifting and lowering of the openers 
at the field headlands.  This eliminates one more tedious operation at a 
time when many things are going at once.  

PackMaster™ is optional and LiftMaster™ is standard on systems 
consisting of a ParaLinkTM hoe or coulter drill mated to an air seeder 
equipped with the X35 Apollo System.  Retrofit kits are available for all 
previous Bourgault ParaLinkTM hoe and coulter drills mated to an air 
seeder equipped with the X35 or X30 Apollo system (2015 and newer).

LiftMasterTM (standard)B
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Mid Row Bander® Fertilizer Applicators
 Mid Row Bander® Fertilizer Applicators:

4	 Position the bulk of the nitrogen and sulfur fertilizers at the 
optimal position to establish a root dominant environment,

4	 Preserve existing soil moisture by using low disturbance coulter 
applicators and narrow seed openers to maintain seedbed 
integrity,

4	 Prosper by optimising germination and emergence, especially 
in dry conditions - the first and most important step towards a 
profitable harvest.

The success of applying the bulk of the mobile nutrients between 
every other seed row has only grown as new crop varieties 
demonstrate greater yields with higher fertilizer rates.  As roots 
begin to develop, the sensitive root hairs sense the presence of the 
beneficial nitrate emanating from the mid row band, encouraging 
further root growth towards the nutrient source.  The expanding root 
structure also provides greater access to moisture and other soil 
nutrients, giving it the best foundation to survive an extended dry 
period and other challenges during the season. 
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The outside closer tine     is designed to clean the outside of the coulter 
allowing it to cut a clean groove in the soil.  The closer tine holds some 
residue against the disk to help keep it clean.  If you require less soil 
disturbance, or find certain residue becomes plugged in the tine, the 
retaining wheel     utilises a torsion spring to provide downforce running 
alongside the disk, keeping it clean while holding down the soil adjacent to 
the groove made by the coulter. 

 The Mechanics

I NGENU I TY

1	 Parallel Link Arrangement - the MRB® body is mounted on parallel arms 
for a consistent disk attack angle and fertilizer boot/liquid tube orientation 
regardless of its operating depth.

2	 Hydraulic Actuation - MRB®IIIs are raised and lowered hydraulically.  This 
feature makes the MRB®III convenient to lock up when not in use. 

S IMPL IC I T Y

3	 Simple & Easy Depth Adjustment - shims on the hydraulic cylinder are 
used for setting the depth (one 6mm (¼") shim = 13mm (½") depth).  
Extra shims are stored on the top mounting pin for convenient access.

DUR AB I L I T Y

4	 Long Wearing Coulter (Niaux 200 Disks) - the large 521mm (20-½") 
diameter single bevel boron steel coulter is set at a 4.5° angle to open 
the soil just enough to deposit the fertilizer.  Boron steel disks provide 
excellent wear (20% increase in wear life over a standard coulter) and 
flexing characteristics. 

5	 Double-Tapered Roller Bearing Hub - expect a long service life with the 
high capacity hub and spindle assembly.  A triple-lip seal protects the hub 
bearing and allows you to over-grease without seal damage.  The bolt-on 
hub and spindle can be quickly removed for exchange or service. 

Mid Row Bander® Fertilizer Applicators are designed, tested and built to the level of quality and  
user-friendliness that is the hallmark of all Bourgault products.

6	 Strong & Durable Cast Components - the MRB®III operates in the most 
challenging agricultural environments without breaking or bending. Well 
designed castings are machined to exact specifications. 

7	 Floating Carbide Scraper - the floating inside scraper can be adjusted to 
ensure a good furrow is maintained and the coulter stays clean in a wide 
range of seeding conditions.  The carbide edge will provide long service, 
even in abrasive soils. 

8	 25mm (1”) Diameter Needle Bearings - because durability is a priority, 
the MRB® arms pivot on greasable 25mm (1") diameter sealed needle 
bearings with a 250 hour service interval.

9	 Scraper Position Adjustment - the position of the scraper relative to the 
edge of the disk can be adjusted in fine 3mm (1/8") increments to ensure 
optimal operation even as the disk wears. 

 Scraper Pressure Adjustment - the pressure of the carbide scraper on the 
disk can be easily set to match soil conditions for optimal results. 
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Warranty

Bourgault Warranty

3-Year Limited Warranty (Australia) - Repair Period and Remedies

Bourgault will repair or replace, at its option, without charge for parts or labour, any defective part of the equipment for a 
period of twelve (12) months from delivery to the first retail purchaser.

Bourgault will repair or replace, at its option, without charge for parts, any Bourgault Manufactured Part that is found to 
be defective for the period of thirteen (13) months to twenty-four (24) months from delivery to the first retail purchaser.

Bourgault will repair or replace, at its option, for a charge of 50% of the parts, any Bourgault Manufactured Part that is 
found to be defective for the period of twenty-five (25) months to thirty-six (36) months from delivery to the first retail 
purchaser.

NOTE: A Bourgault Manufactured Part is any part which has been manufactured by Bourgault Industries.  Parts purchased from an outside 

supplier are not considered to be manufactured by Bourgault.  Purchased parts would include monitors, hydraulic cylinders, sprayer pumps, 

bearings, fasteners, etc.  Any parts that are covered by an Extended Warranty published by Bourgault are an exception to the Basic Policy and are 

to be warranted as per the details of the Extended Warranty document.  The extended warranty policy may change from time to time without prior 

notice from Bourgault.

Extended Warranty
BOLT-ON CULTIVATOR & PARALINK HOE DRILL SHANKS are warranted 100% against breakage for five (5) years from date 
of machine delivery to the first retail customer.  Breakage after the fifth year will be covered at 50% warranty.  Shanks 
are not warranted against bending: however, a bent shank policy is in place to cover bent shanks at 50% warranty for 
the life of the machine to the original owner, excluding contractors.  All replacement shanks are warranted as per original 
delivery date of the machine to the first retail customer only.  Note: this extension does not include the Paralink trailing 
arm assembly or seed opener.

BOURG AULT ' S  COMMITMENT  TO  QUAL I T Y

Our mission is to design, manufacture and distribute the highest quality, most durable 
and reliable farm equipment in the world, that is affordable and meets or exceeds the 
expectations of our most demanding customers.
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SOW PRECISELY.   SOW PRODUCTIVELY.   SOW PROGRESSIVELY. 

Every effort has been made to produce this catalogue with the 
most current information possible.  However, ongoing product 
development and improvements mean that the equipment and 
specifications are subject to change without notice.  Equipment 
subject to local availability.  Please contact your Bourgault 
representative for additional information.

Bourgault Australia Pty Ltd.

(Western Division) 

PO Box 1063, Kelmscott  WA  6997

70 Gillam Drive 

Kelmscott  WA  6111

(Eastern Division) 

Lot 604, Wagga Road 

Ettamogah  NSW  2640

For a complete Bourgault dealer listing visit: www.bourgault.com

@BourgaultAu

BOURG AULT  CARE  PACK AGE

Bourgault offers a complementary ‘care 
package’ containing equipment specific 
parts.  This care package is especially 
beneficial for those farmers who farm in 
isolated locations far away from their local 
dealer.

July ‘20 Edition
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PURSUING PERFECTION

SOW BOURGAULT.


